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abstract 

This report describes six topographic sequences (toposequences) across some commonly 

encountered landform complexes in northwestern (NW) Ontario. The loposequences 

comprise groups of sample plots selected from the Northwestern Ontario Forest 

Ecosystem etassification's (NWO FEC) database. Por each toposequence. changes in 

soil and vegetation characteristics arc described and graphically illustrated with reference 

to a cross-sectional landform profile, "loposequences can be of value to forest managers 

in NW Ontario as models for illustrating landform / soil / vegetation relationships and as 

tools for the recognition of site-specific soil and vegetation characteristics. 

resume 

Co rapport decrit six sequences topographiques (toposequences) dans certains ensembles 

de relief conimuns du nord-ouesi de rOnlario. Us loposequences comprennent des 

groupes dc parcelles-echantillons choisies a partir de la base de donnees de la 

Classification des ecosysiemes forestiers du nord-ouesi de TOniario. Pour chaque 

toposequence. les eliangements au uiveau des caraeterisiiques des sols el de la vegetation 

sent decrits el illusires a Taide de graphiques par rapport a une coupe dc profil du relief. 

Ces loposequences peuvent etre miles aux gesiionnaires foresiiers du nord-imesi de 

I 'Ontario commc modele illustrani les rapports relief-sol-vcgeunion, et comme ouiils 

pour reconnaitre les caractcrisiiqucs de sol c! de vegetation particulieres a chaque station. 
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1. introduction 

The Northwestern Ontario Fores. Ecosystem Classification (NWO FhC) is an 
ecologically based system of site classification which has recently been complied tor 

northwestern (NWl Ontario (Sims et al 1989). This system provides a basts lor the 
classification of forest soils and vegetation in this part of ihe province. As such, it forms 
a useful framework for the effective organization, communication and application ot 

fores, management expertise (Towill « al 1988. UBtanc and Towill 1989. Racey et al 
1989, Walsh and Krishka 1990} and constitutes a valuable tool in the development ot 

land management strategies and options. 

A number of ancillarv benefits have accrued from the large and comprehensive dtfaiet 

collected during the NWO FEC project. This database, which includes (tailed soil, site 

and vegetation information from approximately 2201) mature forest stands throughout 
NW Ontario has contributed to the development of a better understanding ot the nature, 

distribution and relationships of soils and vegetation in NW Ontario i Bakhv m and .Suns 

L989, WicUare et al 1989, Hell 1990. Sims et al 1990). 

Of particular interest ,n this report are the relationships among h.iullbrmls) and various 

soil and vegetation conditions in NW Ontario. By their nature .i.e. processes related to 

their formation), certain landform and landiorm complexes exhibit similar soil 
characteristics regardless of geographic location (Tuttle 1970. Paton 1978. Jenny 1980). 

In addition the distribution of vegetation communities is often closely related to soil / 
site features (Daubenmire 1968. 1974. Jones et al 1983. Klinka et al 1989). When these 

relationships are understood within a specific area, it is possible to predict trends in 

certain soil and vegetation characteristics through the recognition of landiorm features 

(Van Cleve and Yarie 1986), Mapping the spatial distribution of these soil and vegetation 

properties can he facilitated by the development of air photo interpretation aids. Thus, 

the knowledge of landform / soil / vegetation relationships in a management area is 

essential for mapping purposes, and of value for the planning of land management 

activities and the prediction of their consequences. 

During the NWO FEC sampling program, plots were frequently located in clusters on 

various landforms and landform complexes. Data were obtained at various topographic 

positions across these landforms in order 10 maximize information about landform / sod / 

vegetation variability. Not surprisingly, similar landforms / landform complexes vMthin 

the"study area exhibited recurring patterns of soil and vegetation properties. 

In this reporl. six groups of NWO FEC sample plots were selected to illustrate some 

frequently encountered topographic sequences (loposequences or slope sequences) in 

NW Ontario. For each Kjposequence, changes in soil and vegetation characteristics are 

illustrated and described across a cross-sectional landiorm profile. 



2. study area 

The NWO FEC study are, encompasses the southern portion, of two Ontario Minis., of 
Natural Resources administrative regions in NW Oniario: the North Central (NC) and 
Northwestern (NW, Regions. Geographically the study arc, emends from Manitouwadge 
and White River in fee east to ihc Ontario - Manitoba border in the west, In north - south 
mentation, it extends from the Ontario - Minnesota border in the south ,o fust north of 
the physiographic limit or the Canadian Precambrian Shield. 

With .fee exception of a /one of strongly broken topography along the Lake Superior 
coast. NW Ontario is characterized by an undulating, bedrock dominated terrain 

Surficial iandform features generally reflect the effects of four major glaciations (Zol.ai 
lyel, 1965a, 1967), the last ending approximately 10,000 years ago. 

The most commonly occurring glacial deposit is a shallow, bouldery sandy or course 

loamy till (Sado and Carswell I9K71 which typically reveals the topographic character of 
the underlying Shield bedrock. A finer-textured till, derived from the carbonate bedrock 
Ql the 1 ludson Bay Lowland and spread southward onio the Shield by moving ice occurs 
Within discrete dispersion trains and locally thin smears. Ice-contaci and outwash 

glaciofluvial deposits, consisting of sorted sands and gravels, are found throughout the 
area. These deposits, including features such as eskcrs. kames, kame moraines and 

deltas, arc among the most promineni landforms in NW Oniario. Numerous glacial lakes 
(including Lake Agassis), which historically inundated much of NW Ontario" deposited a 
range ot materials including beach and near-shore sand deposits as well as deeper basin 

silts and clays. These glaciolacustrine deposils arc frequently in close proximity to 
glaciolluvial landforms. 

Aeolian deposits occur throughout NW Oniario. although with restricted spatial 
distribution. Typically sandy in nature, these materials tend to be associaled with both 

glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine landforms. Organic deposits are generally of limited 
area! extent in the study area, usually occupying poorly drained bedrock depressions and 
lower landscape positions. Occasionally, organic materials extensively overlie fine-
textured (silt and clay), low relief glaciolacustrine basins. 

The forests of NW Oniario consist predominantly of elements of the Boreal Forest 

Region ,Rowc 1972). These indt.de pure or mixed stands of jack pine {Finns banktiana 
Lamb.), trembling aspen (Populus mmtiakks Michx.). white birch (Betulapapyrifera 
Marsh.), balsam fir [Ahies bahamea [L.] Mill.), white and black spruce (Picea glaum 
[Moenchl Voss and Pices manuna [Mill] B.S.P.). To the west of L. Superior, along the 

U.S. border, the forests constitute pan of the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence Fores! Region 

At one time, extensive communities of red pine {Pmus resiiiosa Ait.) and eastern while 
pine {Pinus motes L) dominated the landscape of this portion of NW Oniario. Logging 
and recent fires, however, have changed the character of these stands to reflect a 

somewhat more boreal nature. Nevertheless, there continues to be a scattering of red and 

White pine stands throughout the area. In addition, occasional occurrences of yellow 
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3. approach and methodology 

The ecological character of any site is a function of the interaction of a number of 

biophysical conditions. Climate, soil parent materials (and depositional history) 
biological communities, topographic influence and elapsed developmental time all make 
important contributions to the ecological uniqueness of a particular site (Jenny 194] 

1980. Major 1951. Brady [984, Paton 1978,. Within a local area, such as a management 
unit, these major biophysical conditions will either be relatively similar among specific 

sues or vary within a limited (and predictable) range of expression. Thus, discrimination 

of ecological characier among individual si.es at the local level requires an examination 
o( site-specific factors. 

Characterizing the expression of .specific site-related factors is not always easy, often 

requiring complex and elaborate procedures. However, many important site conditions 
can be assessed, either directly or indirectly, from simple ground and aerial observations 

For example, topographic features arc readily described either by ground surveys or by 

interpretation of aerial photographs. Since local topography influences the expression of 

numerous other site factors, its description provides a convenient basis by which these 

factors can be predicted, [fa preliminary impression of a site's ecological character can 

be developed through such inference in the management planning process, the results of 
forest management practices can be postulated. 

Iherc are several site faciors which are subject to predictable influence by topographic 

considerations like slope position and degree of slope. Air and soil temperatures tend to 

decrease with lower topographic position, an effect especially pronounced on steeper 
north and east facing slopes (Oke 197K. Brady 1984, van Groenewoud 1986). Soil 

drainage and. consequently, soil aeration are generally greater at higher topographic 

positions (Brady I9S4, van Groenewoud 1986). Lateral movement of water (seepage and 

surface runoff) increases with a larger slope angle. Due mainly to lateral water 

movement, higher concentrations of soil moisture and many nutrients tend to be found at 

lower slope positions (Klinka et al 1980, Brady 1984, Hausenbuiiler 1985, Roberts 1986). 

Site factors which act independently of topographic influences are also important (Brady 

1984. Hausenbuiller 1985). These factors may alter the expression of a site's ecological' 
character from that which would be predicted based solely on. for example, its 

topographic position. Soil texture, soil depth, coarse fragment content, organic matter 

form and thickness, vegetation cover and microtopography are such considerations. 
Many of these properties can be broadly anticipated from a knowledge of landform 

characteristics within a specific geographic area, and their miligating'effects along a 
slope gradient predicted. 

Development of toposcquence models across selected landform types requires familiarity 
with basic Characteristics of each landform type as well as an understanding of the 

relationships among topographic position, degree of slope and topographically dependent 

site factors. Once developed, however, these models can be employed within a particular 

management area to help interpret local landscape features. In turn, a series of schematic 

loposequences encompassing common landfomi / soil / vegetation conditions may be 



formulated. Subsequently, these toposequences can be consulted in the management 

planning process (Klinka el al 1980, Meidinger el al 1984, Viereck e, ai 1984. Corns and 

Annas 1986, Houseknechl el al 1986). 

Toposequen.es developed for this report Include some of the more commonly 
encountered landform complexes in NW Ontario. These Resequences occur throughout 

NW Ontario and. although actual conditions may vary locally, they can be of 
considerable value as interpretive tools. They also serve as examples oi a procedure 

whieh can be followed by practitioners in their efforts to better understand the landiorm / 

soil / vegetalion relationships in iheir management areas. 

When referring to these toposequences. it is important to recognize that, although 
landlorm development processes were similar throughout NW Ontario, local geographic 

conditions have created a degree of variability in some site factors. Consequently, 

landlorm / soil / vegetalion relationships will differ somewhat from one locality to 

another For example, vegetation development and certain soil characteristics (e.g. soil 
moisture regime or drainage) observed on an end moraine constructed from sandy. 
bouldets till might be different from conditions exhibited by an end moraine constructed 
from a fine-textured till. 'Resequences, therefore, require testing in order to determine 

their applicability within a particular management area. 

3,1 identification and selection of 
toposequences 

Toposequenccs can be formulated in two ways. In one method, composite or schematic 

toposequences are developed based on broad geographic sampling. Samples are then 

pooled and a schematic toposequence based on ihese samples is developed. The 

toposequence. as an entity, does not necessarily exist in "reality" although the constituent 

parts do In the second approach, adopted by this study, a toposequence is described by 

actual plots sampled over a representative example of a particular landlorm or landtorm 

complex within a geographic area. 

NWO FHC soil / site and vegetation datasets (see Appendix A), as well as plot location 

files were initially inspected for clusters of sample plots located along topographic 

gradients Approximately 50 such plot clusters were extracted for further examination 

and six toposequences were selected lor final development. Each selected toposequence 

represents a range of topographic expression, florisiic characteristics and siirtieial 

geology found commonly in NW Ontario. 

Site soil and vegetation data for each candidate NWO TEC plot were compiled, sorted 

and summarized using computerized data handling techniques. In the selection process, 

summarized data were manually inspected to determine which plot clusters provided the 



most suitable representation of common toposequences in nw Ontario NWO FEC 
sample plots included in the .six selected loposequences are listed in Appendix B- plot 
information used ]„ developing th, toposequences is presented in Appendix C. 

3.2 presentation of selected toposequences 

. are 
Cross-sectional profiles illustrating general relationships among the sample plots 
presented figuratively for each of the selected loposcquc-nces. Brief interpretive 
descriptions, as well as some representative site photographs, are provided on facing 
pages. Schematic diagrams, as well as tabular summaries, relate specific trends in 
vegetation and sod / si,e conditions to individual plot locations along the toposequence 
pro hies. This information can be readily obtained by reading vertically above and below 
each plot location on the cross-sectional diagrams. Terminology is defined in 
Appendix D. 

For each toposequence. the cross-sectional diagram establishes basie reference positions 
lor the sample plots. I, visually depicts slope position, degree of slope, relative overston 

abundance, soil depth and parent material class for each plot. Each plot is assigned equal 
horizontal space in the diagram but is separated from its neighbours since relative rather 
than absolute, relationships are portrayed. 

Aligned below each plot on the cross-sectional diagram are summaries of soil and she 
properties. Sod profile diagrams display the mineral and organic soil horizons for each 
sample plot. Tabular descriptions of other important soil / site factors are provided a. the 
bottom of the page. 

Above the crass-sectional diagram, species coenoclines (Whittaker 1975) illustrate stand 
structure along the toposeqtiences. Abundance trends of tree species as well as major 

undersiory species groups arc portrayed. Above the coenoclines, listings of common 
undc-rstory species m each plot are provided (nomenclature follows Baldwin and 
Sims 1989). 



4. selected toposequences 

Deep, Sandy Lacustrine - Beach Deposit 

Bedrock Knob - Shallow Soil 

Deep, Sandy Ablation Till 

Deep, Coarse Loamy Ground Moraine 

Deep, Sandy Claciofluvial - Outwash 

Deep, Coarse Loamy Ablation Till 



deep, samty, lacustrine -
beach deposit 

Tliis toposetjiiencc exhibits a well-defined association between soil moisture and 

topographic position. In the mineral soils of the sequence, moisture ranges from a fresh, 

rapidly drained crest / upper / mid slope (82) to a moist, imperfectly drained lower slope 

position (87). Wet. very poorly drained, organic soils (Sphagnum pear) occur at the toe 
of the slope (S12F) and in the landscape depression (S12S). 

Forest over.story conditions at the crest position are dominated by trembling aspen (VIO) 

while black spruce is tlic main overstory species throughout the rest of the toposequence 
(V33. V34. V35I. Herb and shrub layers are well developed at both the crest {Diervilk 

lomvera, Aralia nudkaulis, Aster mavrophyllus, Alnus aispa and black spruce) and toe 

slope {Ahuis ru$OSQ and cedar) positions. Continuous feathermoss ground cover with a 

Shrub and herb poor undersiory are characteristic a! the mid and lower slope positions 

(V33). Sphagnum species, present in low abundance at the toe of the slope (V34). 
dominate ground cover in the depression (V35). 

Tlie shift from a hardwood dominated stand condition (VIO) at the crest io a conifer 

forest type (V33) downslope is a recurring pattern observed in the NWO FEC damsel. In 

addition to the slope-reluied soil moisture gradient, microclimatic trends along the 

toposequence may influence this distribution of species. For example, while air and soil 

humidity tend to increase downslope, air and soil temperatures tend to decrease. Such 

trends may favour the development of conifer dominated stands at lower slope positions. 

The presence of cedar, tamarack. Aliius mgosa and a diversity of herb species at the toe 

slope (V341 and depressional (V35) positions indicates miirieni enrichment and enhanced 

soil aeration on these wet, poorly drained sires. Such enrichments typically result from 

downslope transport of nutrients and dissolved oxygen by groundwater seepage. 

8 
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bedrock knob - shallow soil 

Bedrock controlled topography, with exposed bedrock and an often shallow, 
discontinuous mantle of mineral soil, is very common throughout NW Ontario, This 
landform type is a result of scouring by glacial ice and wave washing during ihe posi-
glacial lake period. Soil volume increases downslope as a resuli of [he downward creep 

ol soil and organic mailer ihrough constant erosion and colluviation of upper slope 

materials. On [his landform type, availability ofrooiing matrix, soil nutrients and soil 
moisture is limited primarily by soil volume (depth). 

Wiih ihe exception of lichen (V30> and featherings <V32) ground cover, vegetation 
abundance is low on ihe cresl (SSD mid upper slope (SS2) portions of ihis toposequenee 
These sues support poorly stocked jack pine / black spruce stands. Species diversity and 
cover values increase downslope. especially in Hie tree and low shrub layers, where soil 

volume is greater (SS7. S9). Trembling aspen / black spruce mixedwood stands (Vll. 
V19) occupy the lower and toe slope posilions. wild [lie proporiion of black spruce 
increasing downslope. 
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deep, samty ablation till 

Site-specific factors which are independent of topographic position can modify the 

expression of loposeuuence gradients. In this ioposeqttencc. the crest, upper and lower 

slope positions are characterized by deep, coarse-loured, till deposits (S2. S3) 

containing a high volume or coarse fragments. These soils are so well-drained that even 

the lower slope position shows no evidence of significant moisture retention. Moisture 

accumulates at the base of the slope in low-lying, depressional positions (Sll. S12S]. 

Foresi raver on this toposequence contrasts jack pine dominated stand conditions 

upslope (V18. V32) with a wetland black spruce community at the slope base (V37|. The 

undersiory at the cresl position (V18) is shrub and herb rich « itl, an abundance of balsam 

fir. black spruce. Acer sptealum and Cornus canadensis. Dense shrub cover on the wet, 

low-lying positions (V37) consists primarily ofLedum p-oenlandkum. Ground cover 

dominance changes abruptly from leathermoss to Sphagnum between the lower slope 
position (V32) and the depressional (level) wetland (V37). 
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deep, coarse loamy 

ground moraine 

In this loposequence. the association between soil moisture and topographic position is 

generally apparent. I lowever. dry soil conditions at the upper and mid slope positions are 

somewhat enhanced. Lack of soil volume (SS5) reduces moisture retention capacity on 

the upper slope. At the mid slope position (SI), enhanced soil drainage due to a high 

proportion of coarse fragments results in a drier moisture regime than expected. At both 

of these positions stratified soils could alter the soil moisture regimes, with fine-textured 

surface soils lending to ameliorate excessive drainage bin also potentially increasing 
surface runoff. 

The forest overstory at the upper and mid slope positions is dominated by while spruce 

(V25). Black spruce is the main tree species dovvnslope (V31. V34) and in the landscape 

depression (V35). Shrub layers at all positions are characterized by scattered occurrences 

of balsam fir. Dense shrub cover in the depression {Alniu rugosa, Ledum groetilmdiaim, 

balsam fir, black spruce) suggests nutrient and oxygen enrichment from downslope 

groundwater seepage. 
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deep, sandy glaciofluvial-
outwash 

The association between soil moisture and topographic position is. perhaps, mosi clearly 
illustrated in NW Ontario in non-fragmental, coarse-.extured soils. In this roposequence 
moisture regime grades from moderately dry in coarse sand (Slj at the crest to a 

moderately fresh, fine sandy soil (S2) at mid slope and fresh, fine sand (S2) at the lower 

slope position. The depressional position is occupied by a wet, Sphagnum peat deposit 

IS12S). Ol particular interesi is the abrupt discontinuity in Hie soil moisture gradient 

between the moderately well-drained lower slope position (S2) and the very "poorly 
drained depressional position (S12S). 

Predominant jack pine cover (V28. V29. V32) on the mineral soils of Miis toposequence is 

indicative of well-drained soil conditions. Presence of white spruce (V32) at the lower 
slope position reflects the fresh moisture regime. Low shrubs are abundant throughout 

the toposcquence but species composition changes along the slope gradient. Diervilia 

hmirera and Araiu, mutivauUs are abundant as low shrubs ai the crest while Vaccinium 
angustifolium and V, mynUtoides dominate this layer at ihe mid and lower slope 
positions. Ledam greenlandicum is the main low shrub species on oi^anic soils 

(V36/S12S) in this sequence. Abundant herb and graminoid cover {Eqwsettim 

syivaticum, Carex trisperma, C. disperma) in ihe depression (V36) suggests enhunced 
oxygen and nutrieni status due lo inputs from groundwater seepage. 

16 
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deep, coarse loamy ablation till 

On the mineral soils of this toposcquence, vegetation conditions range From jack pine 

dominated stand composition (V18. V31] at the upper and mid slope positions to balsam 

fir (V16] and black spruce (V19) mixedwoods at lower and loe slope positions. These 

trends are indicative of slope-related soil moisture and microclimatic gradients. Moisture 

regime at the lower slope position is drier than expected because of decreased moisture 
retention capacity due to shallow soils (SS6>, 

In the understory. a downslopc increase in both species diversity and total vegetation 

cover indicates a slope-controlled nutrient gradient. Abundance of low shrubs {Ledum 

groenlandtcum, Chamaedaphne calyculam) on wet. organic soils at the slope base 

(V34/S12F. V36/S12S] is the result of downslope nutrient and oxygen transport by 

groundwater seepage. The shift in ground cover dominance from feathermoss to 

Sphagnum between the 512F and S12S sites also suggests a nutrient and/or aeration 
gradient- Similar gradients have been reported by Heikurinen and Pakarinen (19S2). 
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5. summary and comments 

Toposequences are effective models for illustrating landlbrm / soil / vegetation 
relationships. They succinctly portray common vegetation and soil / site patterns in 

relation to landscape topography. Tbposequence formulation requires a knowledge of the 
basic vegetation conditions and common soil / landlbrm complexes within a geographic 

area. Once developed, toposequences are useful tools for the recognition, interpretation 
and prediction of site-specific soil and vegetation characteristics. 

Toposequenee modelling can be applied to any land-bused planning exercise requiring an 

understanding of site-rehiled properties. Sueli diverse management activities as pre-

harvest timber surveys, wildlife habitat assessment and integrated management planning 
can benefit from the preparation of toposequence models. 

Since they illustrate the ecologically significant transitions ;icross topographic features, 

toposequences can be helpful in the development and refinement of air photo 

interpretation keys. Such keys can he used to identify forest ecosystem attributes, assess 

site productivity or Stand susceptibility to insect damage and to develop harvest and 
regeneration strategics. 

In mapping exercises, toposequenees can foster an understanding of the spatial 

distributions of soil and vegetation conditions. Decisions regarding polygon delineation 

(and grouping) as well as definition of attribute classes lor a map iirca require this type 
of familiarity. 
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appendix a 

The following data and procedure files were accessed on the VAX/VMS 8530 system ai 

the Great Lakes Forestry Centre, Saull Sic Marie, Ontario. These files form part of the 
NWO FEC damsel. 

NWOSOIL 

NCTHICK 

NCNWVEG 

NCNWPHYS 

VSRUN 

SITELOC 

main soil/siic data file 

soil profile data file 

cover values for all trees, shrubs, herbs, graminoids. mosses 

and lichens for each plot 

physiognomic summaries for each plot 

V-Type and S-Type attributes for each ploi 

plot location information 

appendix b 

The following NWO FEC plots were included, in left-to-right order, in each 

toposequence: 

Deep, Sandy Lacustrine - Beach Deposit: 

Ploi #\ ROODS RO0O3 R0005 R0006 

Bedrock Knob - Shallow Soil: 

f"s R0Q16 RDO17 R00I5 RQO18 

Deep, Sandy Ablation Till: 

Pkn#'s R0108 R0127 ROI09 

Deep, Coarse Loamy Ground Moraine: 

Plotrs ROO33 R0032 RS034 

Deep, Sandy Glaciofluvial - Outwash: 

PIot#'s W0217 W0195 W0196 

Deep, Coarse Loamy Ablation Till: 

Plot #'s R0076 RI1086 R0075 

R0II7 

ROO35 

WO 194 

R0085 

RC0I4 

R012S 

R0036 

R0093 R0092 
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appendix c 

The following information was assessed when evaluating and developing the 

toposequences: 

Vegetation Factors 

NWO FEC V-Type (Sims el al 1989) 

. percenl covers of individual tree species (see Sims el al 1989) 

• percent covers of common understory species 

combined percent cover of all tall shrubs 

combined percent cover of all low shrubs 

combined percent cover of all herbs and graminoids 

combined percenl cover of all mosses and lichens 

combined percenl cover of all feathermoss species 

combined percenl cover of all Sphagnum species 

Site Factors 

geographic location 

slope angle 

topographic position (Out. lust. Pedology 

landfomi lype (Can. Soil Survey Comm.. Subcomm. on Soil Class. 1978) 

Soil Factors 

NWO FEC S-Type (Sims et al 1989) 

• percent exposed bedrock 

soil depth over bedrock 

forest humus type (Can. Soil Survey Comm.. Subcomm. on Soil Class. 1978) 

liner type (Can. Soil Survey Comm.. Subcomm. on Soil Class. 1978) 

soil profile (Can. Soil Survey Comm., Subcomm. on Soil Class. 1978) 

soil drainage (Onl. Insi. Pedology 1985) 

• soil seepage 

soil moislure regime (Onl. lost. Pedology 1985) 

dominant surface texture (0-25 cm) (Out. Insl. Pedology 1985) 

dominant subsurface lexture (26-100 cm) (Onl. Ins!. Pedology 1985) 

percent coarse fragment content (Sims el al 1989) 

coarse fragment size class (Working Group on Soil Survey Data 1978) 
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appendix d 

Abbreviations and coded notation were used in Hie soil/site summaries on tlie 

loposcquence description pages. Terminology Follows the definitions outlined by The 

Canadian System of Soil Classification (Canada Soil Survey Committee [CSSC] 
Subcommittee on Soil Classification 1978) and Field Manual for Describing Soils 

(Ontario Institute of Pedology |OIP| 1985). Most of the variables summarized in the 

toposequence descriptions are briefly defined in Section 5 Of Field Guide to the Fores, 

Ecosystem Classification for Northwestern Ontario (Sims et al 1989). 

Soil Drainage (GIF 1985) Moisture Regime (Oil1 19X5) 

Coarse Fragment Size 

c 

S 

gravel 

cobbles 

stones 
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